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a commitment to quality
Anglia Plastics offers customers extensive industry knowledge and expert
advice on material suitability, improved performance and cost saving.
Our business provides two distinct, yet complementary, areas of service.
The first is the supply of semi-finished stock material including rod, sheet and tube
cut to any size and supplied in any quantity. The second as a proven specialist
manufacturing facility that services customer needs from machine guards through
to point-of-sale products and everything in between.
We take pride in offering a service based on ‘right first time, on time, every time’.
Whether your requirements are for one-off, or for thousands, we aim to make
dealing with Anglia Plastics as easy and beneficial as possible. A strong commitment
to friendly and dedicated customer service will always be our goal.
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The Anglia Plastics sales and management team
is dedicated to customer service

Semi-finished plastic stocks
Established commercial relationships with
a wide range of material manufacturers
enables us to supply a comprehensive range
of globally recognised plastic products
from stock, or within a matter of days.
Cut pieces or full rod, tube, sheet and plate,
with no minimum or maximum quantity,
are, in most cases, despatched next day.
The processing of materials is handled through
our specialist material preparation department
via both traditional and more advanced CNC
controlled equipment, where our experienced
teams implement optimising software to
determine the most economic yields.

A complete fabrication solution
With a comprehensive range of plastic
materials coupled with our specialist on-site
fabrication facility, Anglia Plastics provides
a complete fabrication solution. From
prototypes up to full production runs, our
team of friendly and highly trained sales
professionals and skilled fabricators offer
the technical expertise needed to satisfy
our wide ranging customers’ needs.
By using the latest technology and the
highest quality standards in our fabrication
facility, we ensure on-time delivery, whether
your order is a single prototype or requires
high-volume production.
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comprehensive semifinished stock range
Anglia Plastics is a leader in the supply of semi-finished
stock material. Sheet, rod, tube and profile are available,
cut to any size and supplied in any quantity.
As an independent distributor we supply the full range of
fabrication, engineering and display materials from many of the
foremost product manufacturers. Whether for pallet quantities or
a small cut part our aim is to always be competitively priced and
provide delivery times to suit your needs.
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A service you can rely on
Our stock semi-finished plastics are
sourced from carefully selected
manufacturers to ensure the highest
quality products and rapid delivery times.
The same care has been invested in the
selection of products. These include the
most advanced materials available,
meeting the arduous demands of
industries as diverse as motor racing
through to food processing.
Our comprehensive product range
provides the opportunity for engineers to
explore new solutions by harnessing the
unique combination of properties that
engineering plastics offer.

Expert advice
Our business isn't simply about
product; it's also about people.
Many of our staff have grown up with
the business, so we understand the
products, the marketplace and most
of all what you, the customer, need.

STOCK
MATERIALS:

Applications
Our materials are used within
many industries such as engineering,
building, point of sale and chemical
to name just a few.
Finished applications include bushes and
gears, glazing, safety guards, signage,
leaflet dispensers and storage boxes.
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A proven specialist fabrication
and machining solution
Our time served team understand material properties and
manufacturing techniques allowing us to offer the complete range
of solutions, from concept to creation. Involvement throughout
the design stage enables us to advise and anticipate potential
issues, thereby avoiding costly manufacturing problems.
Our experienced fabricators and machinists offer a comprehensive
bespoke service backed-up by our continued investment in the most
up-to-date CNC equipment. The CNC capacity includes a range
of large bed routers, enabling us to provide a high quality finish,
batch consistency and close tolerance work.
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A service you can rely on
Working with a comprehensive range
of materials we confidently look to
offer a fabrication and machining
service to satisfy your requirements.
Whether your needs cover a single
prototype or a full production run
extending to thousands, our
commitment remains the same as we
look to build mutually beneficial
partnerships.
A service you can rely on
Extensive stock levels of fabrication
and engineering plastics allow us
to offer product at the most
competitive levels. Material availability
includes: Acrylic, Polycarbonate, PVC,
Polyethylene, Polypropylene,
Acetal, Nylon, PETP, through to
materials such as PTFE and PEEK.

WE OFFER:

Fabrications
Traditional welding
equipment to offer tank
and box manufacturing

•

•

Line benders to offer
accurate radius bends
to all sheet materials.

•

Full-size ovens to offer
formed panels

•

Diamond and flame
polishing for the complete
point of sale finish

APPLICATIONS:

CNC machining
Routers for large panels
up to 3000 x 2000mm

•

•

beam saws to offer accurate
and consistant cut panels
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Unit 13, Albone Way
Biggleswade
Beds, SG18 8BN

T: 01767 310 327
F: 01767 317 610
E: sales@angliaplastics.co.uk

For further information
visit our website:
www.angliaplastics.co.uk
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Due to a policy of continual product development, Anglia Plastics Ltd reserves the right to alter any of the specifications given in this publication without prior notice.
The specification for any given application must be checked with Anglia Plastics Ltd prior to manufacture. No responsibility for accuracy is accepted by Anglia Plastics Ltd.

